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The “Aces High” Motivational Outlook Spread

Querents – especially the young, single and anxious – often ask the tarot “What does X think or feel about me?” 

Attempting to answer this question has always struck me as an unseemly foray into mind-reading, especially if the 

target isn't aware of the attempt. Frankly, my hunch is that people who ask this type of question aren't seeking a 

snapshot of the current emotional landscape; what they really want to know is the likelihood of it growing into 

something more lush and tantalizing.  Recently, I've been contemplating how this dubious practice might be 

turned into something that is actually useful and instructive; the foregoing spread is the result. I've also been 

considering the use of this spread for self-reading and for querent topics outside of the focus described above. I can 

see it answering questions like "What should I do next/how should I do it?" and "How will it go?" (Wands); "Why 

do I feel this way/what can I do to feel better?" (Cups); "Will my mental initiatives/communication efforts 

succeed? - applications, interviews, exams, presentations, phone calls, etc." (Swords); and "How can I get my 

"house" in order? - including home issues, finances, work, physical health, etc." (Pentacles/Disks). This would 

address a wide range of questions beyond the threadbare “thinks/feels” fascination. There are numerous avenues 

for exploration, by no means all within the realm of human relations.

I've always liked the four-pack breakdown of the First Operation of the Golden Dawn's “Opening of the Key” 

spread, which separates the deck into Wands, Cups, Swords and Pentacles/Disks sub-packs representing – from 

right to left - Fire, Water, Air and Earth. In light of my present purpose, the idea of having a motivational cause-

and-effect chain depending from each of these core concepts drew my attention. At the same time, I've been 

involved in a number of discussions about the nature of the four tarot Aces. Since they form the elemental "root" 

for the power of each suit, I found it appropriate to set them at the head of each motivational chain.

Because querents in this situation want insights into future prospects, not just the status quo, each of the four 

chains in this spread has a beginning, a middle and an end, symbolized by the three astrological modes – Cardinal, 

Fixed and Mutable - and the Pythagorean attributes for the numbers Two through Four: Cardinal/Twos = 

outreach/reciprocation; Fixed/Threes = intensification/progress; Mutable/Fours = adaptation/maturation. The 

degree to which any of these qualities will shape and propel the outcome will be shown by the strength or weakness 

of the card in each position.

The Wands/Fire chain is action-oriented and suggests activities that are inspiring, exciting, often passionate and 

“just plain fun;” in this context, the Wands chain is ideal for answering "Does X just want a casual, enjoyable 

encounter with me, no strings attached?"

The Cups/Water chain is focused on feelings; it excels at showing the answer to "Does X want to have a meaningful 

emotional relationship with me?"

The Swords/Air chain expresses dispassionate mental energy; it is well-suited for inquiring "Does X just want a 

friendly connection with me, nothing more intimate or romantic?"

The Pentacles or Disks/Earth chain embodies the faculties of sensation;  it is useful for exploring "Does X just 

want physical satisfaction from me, with no emotional dimension?" ( This can range from "Does X just want to 

have sex with me?" to "Does X want to hire me?") 

These chains can be applied singly or in any combination, depending on how broad the scope of the querent's 

inquiry is. Using all four, one could conceivably obtain a detailed response to"What is X's overall attitude toward 

me?" The chain containing the most well-integrated array of influences would be viewed as the one presenting the 

dominant answer, whether positive or negative. Horizontally cross-linking one or more of the chains is another 

possibility (it is, after all, a cross spread), in which the cards in the same tier of  two or more chains can be 

compared for relative potency. 

Elemental dignities can easily be applied to each 3-card set to see whether developments will be seamlessly aligned 

or scattershot, whether all signs point to "go" or whether a measure of stumbling and fumbling can be expected 

along the way. Referring the "focus" card back to the opening Ace might also be relevant to see if things are on the 

right track. Some combinations may even be coherent enough to give a reliable "Yes" or "No" answer to the 

prospects for success. The reader could also calculate a "quintessence" card for each chain to see which result is 

most in tune with the querent's objective. 


